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present at all. Damaged linoleum floors. Sheets of raw plywood used to cover up some of the damaged flooring. Barrels of exposed linen and fabric type desk chairs in one
of the suites. Clutter and cleaning chemicals atop of some of the crates. Rubber type base boards chewed off. Interior of suite room doors, to include the door frames, have
damage from canines scratching and chewing. SUGGEST: Repaint/Reseal wire crates that are showing rust. Repair ceiling damage accordingly then apply a odor /stain
blocking primer, followed by a few coats of o high gloss paint. Remove, clean and replace all water stained light fixture covers. Install appropriate covers to lights that are
without. Clean all ceiling fans and vents. Change all air filters. Remove all wood and office chairs. Should seating be needed in the suites, provide simple plastic type chairs.
Install new linoleum where it has been damaged. This should also be done (install new) for where the base board molding has been chewed or removed by the canines.
New shower board type covering or thin metal sheeting needs to be applied to the damaged interior side of the doors. Door frames, as well, will need repair where they are
damaged. Remove and relocate all the clutter and cleaning products from the animal occupied spaces. Store all clean linens in sealed containers.
3 PLAY YARDS. 0201(a)(b)(e), 0203(a)(e), 0204(a)(B), 0207(a)(b)(c)> Outside the back door, on the exterior wall, is a naked lightbulb attached to a socket that is hanging

from coated electric wires that are active. The wooden steps and ramp that lead out to the yards have an old covering of astro turf that has become worn and torn. The
weathered wood is damaged causing the steps to be unstable and unsanitiziable. The area under the exterior side of the back door appears to be partially supported with
damaged wood. None of what is wooden out here appears to have, at the very least, an impervious to moisture type seal on it. There is clutter and debris around and under
the wooden steps/ramp. The rock that is in between the steps/ramp and the yards, is scattered thin. Most of the same issues are present in all 3 yards. Astro turf is the
ground covering of choice in the yards as well. It is extremely damaged and worn thin. Weeds are growing up and through it in places, holes and rips from the canines are
evident, thus making repairing it obsolete. There is no current cleaning/sanitizing regimen and feces is scooped randomly. The metal carport structures have rusted out
jagged areas at the support legs. The fencing, used to make up and to separate the 3 sections, is damaged in various locations. SUGGEST: The lightbulb should have a fixture
that encompasses the wiring and be attached securely to the wall. A cover needs to be put in place over the bulb. A deep clean to the steps/ramp with repairs to render
them sturdy and safe. Apply several coats of a exterior type water sealant or apply an outdoor wooden deck type paint and sealer combination. Follow up by installing
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